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ABSTRACT: This study investigates the effects of lakes in mountainous terrain on the evolution of supercell thunderstorms.
With a newly developed radar-based, mesocyclone-detection algorithm, a recent study has characterized the occurrence and
evolution of supercell thunderstorms in the Swiss Alpine region. That study highlights the influence of orography on both
storm intensity and occurrence frequency. To disentangle the different influential factors, an idealized modeling framework is
established here using the mesoscale model CM1. The modeling scenarios are based on a high-CAPE environment with uni-
directional shear, where a warm bubble serves to initiate the convection. Mimicking the environment of the southern Prealps
in central Europe, scenarios with a high mountain ridge, valleys, and lakes are explored. The effect on the supercells of the
slopes, high-altitude terrain, and moisture sources emphasizes the highly localized nature of terrain effects, leading to a het-
erogeneous intensity life cycle with transitory enhancement and weakening of the supercell. The dynamic and thermodynamic
impact of mountain valleys with lakes increases the range of atmospheric conditions that supports supercellular development
through horizontal vorticity production, increased storm relative helicity, and higher moisture content. This influence results
in a systematic location dependence of the frequency, intensity, and lifetime of supercells, as also found in observations.

KEYWORDS: Convective storms; Convective-scale processes; Storm environments; Vorticity; Cloud resolving models;
Idealized models

1. Introduction

The behavior of supercell thunderstorms in complex terrain
is still poorly understood. Considering the high-impact nature
of these storms (Hoeppe 2016; Ward et al. 2020) and the re-
cent focus of field campaigns on areas of more complex to-
pography (NSSL 2021; Nesbitt et al. 2021), we aim here to
improve the understanding of how high-altitude terrain and
topographic features such as lakes can affect a supercell’s life
cycle. Our focus lies on a localized supercell hotspot in the
southern Prealps in central Europe (Feldmann et al. 2021,
2023). By reproducing key topographic features in a general-
ized manner in the idealized model CM1 (Bryan and Fritsch
2002), we aim to provide a conceptual model that details the
general impacts of slopes and moisture sources.

The general processes behind supercell formation and the
development of a mesocyclone are well known (Davies-Jones
2015; Markowski and Richardson 2010; Houze 2014). The tilt-
ing of horizontal vorticity in the atmospheric wind profile is

one of the key contributors to the formation of a midlevel
mesocyclone, in addition to a sufficient amount of convec-
tive available potential energy (CAPE), to generate a strong
updraft.

Previous idealized studies focused on case studies (Homar
et al. 2003), generalized idealized shapes (Markowski and
Dotzek 2011; Ćurić et al. 2007) and the effects in climatologi-
cal observations (Soderholm et al. 2014; Reeves and Lin
2007). More recent research has focused on the impact of ter-
rain on convective environments (Katona et al. 2016; Lyza and
Knupp 2018; Lyza et al. 2020; Katona and Markowski 2021).
Even fewer studies target the influence of water bodies and
moisture sources on convective storms. Wu and Lombardo
(2021) investigated the impact of the marine boundary layer
on quasi-linear convective systems in orographic coastal re-
gions, but focus on the effects of the system encountering a
stable boundary layer.

Most of these studies focus on severe storms in the United
States, where supercells are most prevalent and tend to reach
the highest intensities (Zipser et al. 2006). In contrast, Serafin
et al. (2020) explored the effects of small-scale terrain features
on a supercell in the Swiss and Austrian Alps with a case
study, highlighting how small-scale terrain features play a key
role in the maintenance of a favorable storm environment.

In this study we investigate the processes leading to super-
cell frequency clusters in the southern Prealps in a modeling
framework. This area was also of key interest during the
Mesoscale Alpine Programme (MAP) in 1999, where in the
scope of an international field campaign, the importance
of orographic precipitation enhancement in convection was
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investigated (Rotunno and Ferretti 2003; Medina and Houze
2003; Rotunno and Houze 2007; Seity et al. 2003; Richard
et al. 2003). Previous studies (Feldmann et al. 2021, 2023)
have shown the occurrence of “hotspots” in valleys with large
lakes. The southern prealpine lakes region is known for its se-
vere thunderstorm prevalence (Manzato et al. 2022; Bagaglini
et al. 2021) and the importance of the lakes often assumed
(Ingemi 2023). The storm-intensity distribution in these areas
is, however, lower than in the neighboring, flat, northwest Po
valley, where fewer, but stronger supercells were observed
(Feldmann et al. 2023). To investigate these findings, we de-
rive modeling scenarios where the influential factors can be
modified and allow the identification of causal relationships.
We pursue an idealized approach, where we derive a simpli-
fied representation of the key conditions in the idealized me-
soscale model CM1 (Bryan and Fritsch 2002). CM1 has been
used for a number of supercell studies and is highly adaptable
to the specific goals of a study. It has been used to study the
effects of surface friction on tornadogenesis (Markowski
2016), high-resolution modeling of tornadoes (Orf et al. 2017),
the effects of realistic terrain on supercell environments
(Katona and Markowski 2021), the impact of idealized terrain
features on supercell intensity (Markowski and Dotzek 2011),

and, in combination with hail-trajectory models (Adams-Selin
and Ziegler 2016; Kumjian and Lombardo 2020), the evolution
of large and gargantuan hail in supercell life cycles (Kumjian
et al. 2021) and environmental impact on storm severity (Lin
and Kumjian 2022; Dennis and Kumjian 2017). Our setup dif-
fers from previous studies in the magnitude and arrangement
of the terrain features and the inclusion of moisture sources.
With a generalized setting the study is not limited to a single-
case understanding. The present simplified approach also
facilitates the identification of the underlying meteorological
processes, allowing for the separation of lake-induced and
topography-induced effects.

2. Model setup

In this section we present the observational data used to de-
rive the idealized model setup, as well as the model setup itself.

a. Supercell observations in the Prealps

Previous studies in the Alpine region (Feldmann et al.
2020, 2021, 2023) have shown the occurrence of hotspots of
supercells above the lakes of the southern Prealps, most nota-
bly in the northern portion of Lago Maggiore. Figure 1a

FIG. 1. (a) Topography of observational domain (swisstopo 2005; Jarvis et al. 2008), where radar locations are indicated with circles, and Swiss
borders are marked with lines. (b) Supercell occurrence in (a). The small insets in (a) and (b) show the whole Swiss domain. (c),(d) Vertical
cross sections, respectively, of LagoMaggiore and Lago di Como [indicated by the lines in (a)], with the lake marked in teal.
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shows a topographical map of the southern Prealps and
Fig. 1b the corresponding annual average supercell frequency,
observed by the Swiss radar network. This convectively active
area is also evident in Nisi et al. (2016), Punge et al. (2017),
Nisi et al. (2018), Manzato et al. (2022). We aim here to iden-
tify the key environmental characteristics describing the re-
gion and then translate them into a generalized model setup.

The region considered here is a known hail hotspot (NCCS
2021), while tornadoes are uncommon (Sturmarchiv Schweiz
2021). The relevance of straight hodographs for hailstorms
has been discussed in recent works (Kumjian and Lombardo
2020; Gutierrez and Kumjian 2021; Kumjian et al. 2021; Nixon
and Allen 2022). Figure 2b shows an example of a simulated
rawinsonde from ERA5 in the southern Prealps at 0600 UTC
28 June 2022. The hodograph indicates a southwesterly flow,
increasing with altitude. There is barely any change in wind
direction. The sounding reveals a CAPE of 2043 J kg21 and a
CIN of 1 J kg21 and is associated with a severe hail-bearing
supercell on the same day (Feldmann 2023).

b. Idealized numerical simulations

Based on the observations shown above, relevant scenarios
are simulated using the idealized mesoscale model Cloud
Model 1 (CM1) (Bryan and Fritsch 2002). The domain is
2003 300 3 20 km3 (x, y, and z dimensions) with a horizontal
grid spacing of 1 3 1 km2 and 40 evenly spaced, terrain-
following vertical levels. The lateral (east–west) boundaries
are periodic, while an open-radiative condition is applied to
the north–south boundaries to minimize wave reflection
(Klemp and Wilhelmson 1978). The top of the domain has
Rayleigh damping toward the base state, while the lower
boundary is free slip. Although the grid spacing is coarse, the
model is operated in large eddy simulation mode; subgrid-
scale turbulence is modeled using the turbulent kinetic energy
scheme (Deardorff 1980) and vertical turbulence tendencies
are calculated implicitly via the Crank–Nicholson scheme. We
use the Klemp–Wilhelmson compressible pressure solver

(Klemp and Wilhelmson 1978) and the Morrison double-
moment moisture scheme (Morrison et al. 2005). Since simu-
lations are limited to a few hours and the domain is relatively
small, we do not consider the Coriolis force. This setup fol-
lows previous terrain studies, such as Markowski and Dotzek
(2011), Katona and Markowski (2021) and is focused on re-
solving storm-scale intensity behavior.

The observations shown in Fig. 2b and analyses of rawin-
sondes (Feldmann et al. 2023) and severe convective environ-
ments (Bagaglini et al. 2021) and case studies (Kopp et al.
2023; Avolio et al. 2020; Trefalt et al. 2018; Peyraud 2013) sug-
gest we follow the steps of Markowski and Dotzek (2011) to
set up a slightly drier Weisman–Klemp sounding (Weisman and
Klemp 1982) by changing the exponent of the moisture function
from 1.25 to 0.75. This results in a CAPE of 1974 J kg21, which
represents the upper tail of the distribution of observed CAPE
values in soundings associated with supercells in the region
of interest, and a CIN of 25 J kg21. Considering the lack of di-
rectional shear, we transform the quarter-circle hodograph
(Rotunno and Klemp 1982) by using the overall magnitude of
wind speed in only the y direction. We hence maintain the mag-
nitude of the vertical wind shear at 31 m s21 over 0–6 km, but
eliminate the directional component. The flow is aligned with
the direction of the valleys, as the dominant flow direction dur-
ing convective events in the target region is from the southwest
(Feldmann et al. 2021) and aligned with the principal direction
of the valley of Lago Maggiore and the western part of Lago di
Como. The example shown in Fig. 2b demonstrates such a situ-
ation. Figure 2a depicts the analytical sounding used for model
initiation. The thunderstorms in the simulation are initialized
with a warm bubble (Markowski and Dotzek 2011).

c. Idealized topography

Cross sections of Lago Maggiore and Lago di Como in
Figs. 1c and 1d highlight the steep topography immediately
surrounding the lakes. The valleys in the southern Prealps are
characterized by valley floors at a width of 10–20 km with the

FIG. 2. (a) Initial sounding in the CM1 model; for illustrative purposes the model wind barbs are rotated 908.
(b) ERA5-based sounding from 0600 UTC 28 Jun 2022 in the vicinity of Lago Maggiore.
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adjoining peaks rising 1500–2000 m above the valley floor.
The key supercell hotspots also have lakes of considerable
size. For example, Lago Maggiore is 65 km long and up to
10 km wide, Lago di Garda 50 3 17 km2, Lago di Como
503 5 km2 and Lago di Lugano 203 3 km2.

To model this topography, we introduce a slope with a cos2

function up to 1500 and 2000 m, respectively, rising over a
length of 50 km before plateauing in the center of the model
domain given by (1). We perform experiments with both alti-
tudes to see the influence of differing steepness and altitude.
Following Lilly and Klemp (1979) the topography is brought
back down to 0 m in the second half of the domain, to avoid
producing a singularity in the wind field. In a second step, we
introduce long, channel-shaped valleys into the slope. The
valleys themselves also have slopes determined by a cos2 func-
tion and have a valley-floor width of 6.7 km and a peak-to-
peak distance of 20 km. We opt to introduce a valley in both
halves of the domain to compare the results with and without
a lake in the same simulation. With the straight hodograph
and no Coriolis force, the two split storms are mirrors of one
another and can be directly compared. In the results this al-
lows a separate discussion of effects caused by the orography
and the lake.

The function of the slope is given by

hslope(y) 5 hmaxcos
2 p

(y 2 y0)
2y1

[ ]
, (1)

where hmax is the peak altitude, y0 is the offset of the peak,
and y1 is the length of the slope. Within the valleys, we super-
impose a function sloping down from hslope(y):

hvalley(x, y) 5 hslope(y)cos2 p
(x 2 x0)

2x1

[ ]
, (2)

where x0 is the edge of the slope before descending into the
valley and x1 is the width of the slope leading down to the val-
ley floor.

Focusing on Lago Maggiore, we introduce a moisture ellip-
soid the size of 60 3 10 3 1 km3. The height of the moisture
perturbation (1000 m) is oriented relative to the height of the
surrounding terrain, as indicated in Laiti et al. (2014). The
magnitude of the moisture perturbation is also determined by
the measurements taken in Laiti et al. (2014) over Lago di
Garda. We reduce the undersaturation in the perturbed area
by the same fraction as the measurements indicate (10%).
Moreover, the moisture perturbation is maintained over the
course of the simulation via a nudging term, representing the
continuous evaporation over the lake.

The perimeter of the moisture perturbation is given by an
ellipse:

x2

a2
1

y2

b2
1

z2

c2
5 1: (3)

For the inner core of the lake (ell1 , 1) a, b, and c are defined
as follows: a1 5 3500 m, b1 5 20 000 m, c1 5 500 m. In a
second, larger ellipse (ell2 , 1, ell1 $ 1), the moisture

perturbation decays linearly toward the background: a2 5 5000 m,
b25 30000 m, and c25 1000 m.

The perturbation in the initial conditions is confined to ell2, 1:

Qy (x, y, z) 5 Qy (x, y, z) 1 a(x, y, z)DQy , (4)

where ell1 , 1, a 5 1. However, in between the two ellipses,
where ell1 $ 1 and ell2 , 1, a is defined as the following:

a(x, y, z) 5 1 2
ell2(x, y, z) 2 ell2(a1, b1, c1)

ell2(a2, b2, c2) 2 ell2(a1, b1, c1)
: (5)

The nudging then maintains this perturbation where ell2 , 1:

DQy (x, y, z, t) 5 Qy (x, y, z, t 5 0) 2 Qy (x, y, z, t), (6)

Qy (x, y, z, t) 5 Qy (x, y, z, t) 1 0:8DQy : (7)

Figure 3 shows the final topographical setup in the full model
domain including the slope up to 2000 m, the two valleys and
the moisture source in the western valley. Comparing to
Fig. 1, the dimensions of the topography in the model are also
observed in the area. The results to follow are shown in the
reduced area of the red box in Fig. 1a.

d. Experimental summary

In addition to the surface boundary conditions, the atmo-
spheric initial conditions of the atmospheric profile are also var-
ied. We reduce CAPE to approximately 1500 and 1000 J kg21,
by reducing the temperature in the boundary layer by 1 K each
and adjusting the moisture to maintain the relative humidity.
Additionally, we reduce the 0–6-km shear to 25 and 20 m s21.
An overview of all tested scenarios is given in Table 1. Simula-
tion names are italicized throughout the results.

3. Analysis methods

To analyze the model output, we process the scenarios con-
taining an initialized thunderstorm with the thunderstorm de-
tection and tracking algorithm T-DaTing (Feldmann et al.
2021; PySteps developers 2021). By ingesting the composite
reflectivity from the model output, the algorithm identifies re-
flectivity peaks above certain thresholds and identifies the
contours at a lower reflectivity threshold using an inverse wa-
tershed algorithm (Beucher and Lantuejoul 1979; van der
Walt et al. 2014). Utilizing optical flow (Lucas and Takeo
1981) computed over three previous time steps, the cell mo-
tion is estimated. Between time steps, detected cells are ad-
vected with their estimated motion and the overlap with cells
detected in the next time step is computed to reidentify the
same cells (Feldmann et al. 2021).

Since most thunderstorm-tracking algorithms struggle with
cell splits [see also TRT (Hering et al. 2004), KONRAD3D
(DWD 2022) or TITAN (NCAR 2022)], and we are working
here with symmetrically splitting supercells, we simplify the
tracking problem by splitting the domain in half and running
T-DaTing independently in each half. This procedure yields
reliable tracking results for all tested scenarios by using the
default thunderstorm-tracking thresholds of this algorithm.
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4. Results

a. Surface boundary conditions

In this first section we investigate the influence of terrain
features on a supercell’s life cycle, as shown in Figs. 4 and 5.
Figure 4 shows the spatial evolution of successive 30-min time

steps in the model for reflectivity, and vertical vorticity and
updraft velocity at 4-km height, within the identified thunder-
storm contours. Figure 5 shows the quantitative evaluation of
the same variables every 5 min. The areas exceeding three
separate thresholds are shown, where the bounds of the
shaded area correspond to the outer thresholds and the solid

FIG. 3. Modeled topography for (a) full domain with key area for analyses shown in the red box, (b) cross section
across the slope, and (c) cross section across the valley with the lake at y 5 100 km (solid line and teal shading) and
y5 150 km (dashed line), with the moisture perturbation shown in teal.

TABLE 1. Scenario descriptions; scenarios highlighted in results are noted with an asterisk and numbered in order.

Scenario name Topography Lake CAPE (J kg21)
0–6-km shear

(m s21) Various

control* (1) None None 2000 31

Surface boundary conditions flat None None
slope* (2) Slope to 2000 m None
valley 2000-m valleys None
lake_valley* (3) 2000-m valleys Lake

Atmospheric initial conditions _med_cape 1500
_low_cape* (4) 1000
_med_shear 25
_low_shear* (5) 20

Sensitivity tests _1500 Max altitude
1500 m

_hr Increased
spatial
resolution
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FIG. 4. Evolution of (a)–(c) reflectivity, (d)–(f) 4-km vertical vorticity, and (g)–(i) 4-km updraft . 5 m s21 within thunder-
storm contours every 30 min for the respective scenarios control, slope, and valley_lake. Isohypses are indicated in gray, the lake
contour is indicated in teal, and the initiation location is indicated with a cross.
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line to the center threshold, allowing the evolution of each
threshold to be inspected individually. The three separate
thresholds generally show similar evolutions throughout the
life cycles, but allow to investigate different intensity levels in-
dependently. Vertical vorticity is evaluated within the 5 m s21

updraft area to focus on the mesocyclone strength. The con-
trol scenario using flat topography serves as a baseline. With
unidirectional shear, and in the absence of the Coriolis force,
the control run produces two mirror-symmetric, long-lived
supercells}a left and a right mover (Figs. 4a,d,g). First look-
ing at slope we can see that the symmetry is maintained, as ex-
pected (Figs. 4b,e,h); however, the supercells’ life cycles are
shortened (Fig. 5), as conditions at higher altitudes are unfa-
vorable, with low CAPE and less moisture present. On the
slope, near the 500-m contour at t 5 90 min, there is an area
where the supercells are locally enhanced. This difference is
visible more clearly in the larger extent of high reflectivity,
vorticity and updraft areas ranging over most of the storm life
cycle, as shown in Fig. 5. The storm updraft is stronger over
the slope (Figs. 4h and 5c). In this area, the background flow is
already oriented upslope and the horizontal vorticity increases
in magnitude, due to baroclinic vorticity production (see
section 4b and Fig. 6). In addition, the most-unstable CAPE is
based on parcels originating from slightly higher altitudes, so
particularly the beginning of the slope has more favorable
conditions and higher CAPE. This upslope enhancement in
idealized simulations was also noted in Markowski and Dotzek
(2011), although over much lower terrain with less pro-
nounced slopes.

Moving toward the simulations including valleys, Figs. 4
and 5 show that in valley the supercells already exceed the in-
tensity of control as long as they are within the valley. The
eastern valley of the valley_lake scenario behaves very simi-
larly to the scenario valley, we therefore only show the results
of valley_lake in Figs. 4c, 4f, and 4i and discuss valley by focus-
ing on the eastern valley without the lake. Upon encountering
the lake (t 5 90 min) and then the steep valley walls
(t 5 120 min), vorticity, updraft and precipitation rate are
strongly enhanced. Once the storms fully reach the plateau, they
rapidly decay in the less-favorable environment (t$ 120 min), as
also seen in the slope scenario. The increased storm intensity is
confined to the valley and valley-entrance portion of the storm
track.

b. Valley–lake enhancement of supercells

In this subsection we examine the influence of a valley
and a valley with a lake on storm evolution as shown
in Figs. 4c, 4f, and 4i. Figure 6a shows that the CAPE and
moisture content are larger in the area of the lake. Figure 6b
shows the effect of the topography on the ambient upstream
flow; the horizontal wind vectors plotted on terrain-following
coordinates indicate rising or sinking motion depending on
whether the vectors point uphill or downhill, respectively.
Away from the valley entrances there is rising motion on
the plateau slope while there is slight sinking motion near the
valley entrances. Comparing both valleys in Fig. 6b, we see
that the lake causes no appreciable impact on the surface
flow. The pattern of rising/sinking motion displaces isentropes
vertically and produces the buoyancy pattern (at z 5 1250 m)
shown in Fig. 6c.

The horizontal vorticity associated with the ambient shear
flow is a major factor in supercell dynamics (Davies-Jones
2015; Markowski and Richardson 2010; Houze 2014). In the
present case the ambient flow [0, V(z), 0] has the vorticity vec-
tor (j, h, z) 5 (2Vz, 0, 0), where the subscripts denote partial
differentiation. Figure 6c shows the horizontal vorticity vector
(j, h) at z 5 1250 m; note that as the flow approaches the to-
pography, j becomes more negative (greater vertical shear)
and h develops such that horizontal vorticity vectors follow
contours of constant buoyancy B. The relation between (j, h)
and B can be explained by consideration of the vorticity equa-
tions given by

Dj

Dt
5 · · · 1 By, (8)

Dh

Dt
5 · · · 2 Bx, (9)

where D/Dt is the substantial derivative and the elided terms
are small compared to the buoyancy gradient. It is clear from
the foregoing equations that the decrease in j is a conse-
quence of By , 0 in the topographically modified flow. The
tendency of (j, h) to follow lines of constant B follows directly
from the scalar product of (Bx, By) with the governing equa-
tions for (j, h), i.e., BxDj/Dt 1 ByDh/Dt ’ 0. A more general
conclusion can be drawn from the conservation of potential

FIG. 5. Evolution of (a) reflectivity, (b) 4-km vertical vorticity within the updraft, and (c) 4-km updraft within thunderstorm contours
for the respective scenarios control, slope, valley, and valley_lake. The bottom boundary of the shading refers to the highest threshold, the
solid line refers to the medium threshold, and the top boundary refers to the lowest threshold.
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vorticity (’jBx 1 hBy 1 zBz 5 0; Ertel 1942) which, for Bz . 0,
implies z . 0 on the left and z , 0 on the right side of the valley
entrances. The z so produced was found to be small in compari-
son with the other factors in the supercell’s vertical-vorticity
generation.

To see how the terrain impacts supercell behavior, in Fig. 7
we compare flat-terrain supercells (left column) with those in
the valley_lake case. Figure 7a shows the flat-terrain supercells
which follow the standard development from a splitting initial
cell in a straight-line hodograph (Rotunno and Klemp 1985).
The storm structure exhibits the usual updraft–downdraft pairs
moving across the ambient north-south shear with the down-
draft divided into forward- and rear-flank parts. The flow field
in the valley_lake case shown in Fig. 7b indicates the same fea-
tures except for the forward-flank downdrafts which appear to
be horizontally constrained by the valley walls. The horizontal
constraint is due to the confinement of the cool air in the for-
ward flank as indicated by comparing the buoyancy fields in
Figs. 7c and 7d. As a result of this confinement the buoyancy
gradient Bx is much stronger and, by virtue of (9), there is
much stronger baroclinically produced vorticity. The higher

horizontal vorticity and storm-relative flow, while being near
alignment (Figs. 7e,f), produce much stronger storm-relative
helicity in the valley_lake case and therefore stronger super-
cells compared to the flat-terrain case.

c. Initial atmospheric conditions

Following the topographical and lake experiments, we con-
duct a series of tests changing the initial atmospheric profile, as
described in Table 1. First, we investigate how these changes af-
fect the control scenario. We modify the initial sounding to
lower the CAPE values to 1500 and 1000 J kg21, respectively.
In med_cape (Figs. 8a,d,g and 9a–c) and low_cape (Figs. 9d–f)
the storm intensity is reduced overall due to the reduced
CAPE. The low_cape simulation shows a stronger decrease in
intensity; however, the supercells still form as split storms and
have significantly rotating updrafts, as shown in Figs. 9a–f. The
deviation from the mean flow for the right and left mover is less
pronounced than before, while the translational speed is not af-
fected (Figs. 9g,h). The next series of tests utilizes the initial
CAPE, but reduced deep shear to 25 and 20 m s21, respectively.
In med_shear (Figs. 8b,e,h and 9a–c) and low_shear (Figs. 9d–f)

FIG. 6. Features of the valley_lake flow before convection initiation: (a) surface-based CAPE and water vapor mix-
ing ratio in blue contours (g kg21), (b) horizontal flow at the surface, and (c) buoyancy at z 5 1250 m with horizontal
vorticity vectors superimposed.
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we see the effects of lower vertical shear on the evolution of the
control scenario. With the midlevel flow being weaker, the over-
all translational speed is reduced (Fig. 9g). Moreover the lower
shear results in a less-pronounced deviation of storm motion
from the mean flow (Davies-Jones 2015; Bunkers et al. 2000)
(Fig. 9h). With decreasing shear, the overall storm intensity also
decreases and the lifetime shortens. Particularly the low_shear
scenario shows a much shorter lifetime, together with a strongly
reduced storm area and overall reduced intensity. Overall, the

supercells react more sensitively to the applied changes in
deep shear than to the change in CAPE described above.
Figures 8c, 8f, and 8i show the combination of both effects,
with moderately reduced CAPE and shear (1500 J kg21 and
25 m s21, med_cape_shear). In this case the cells form, split
and are persistent. Figure 9g shows that the translational
speed is slower than in the control case, but not as slow as in
the low_shear case. The deviation from the mean flow is
also less pronounced than in the control scenario (Fig. 9h).

FIG. 7. Comparison of storm environment at t 5 90 min, z 5 1250 m with (left) flat terrain and (right) lake and
valley. (a),(b) Horizontal flow in black vectors and vertical velocity in contours; (c),(d) buoyancy at 1250 m and hori-
zontal vorticity in gray vectors; (e),(f) storm relative helicity (SRH) over 500 m in contours, storm-relative flow in
black vectors, and horizontal vorticity in green vectors. The storm centroids are indicated with crosses, the area is
windowed in to the area of the storm.
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FIG. 8. Evolution of (a)–(c) reflectivity, (d)–(f) 4-km vertical vorticity, and (g)–(i) 4-km updraft . 5 m s21 within thunder-
storm contours every 30 min for the respective scenarios med_cape, med_shear, and med_cape_shear. Isohypses are indicated in
gray, the lake contour is indicated in teal, and the initiation location is indicated with a cross.
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The overall intensity of the storms is still strongly reduced,
with peak updraft and updraft area smaller than in the control
case (Figs. 9a–f). When strongly reducing both CAPE and deep
shear (1000 J kg21 and 20 m s21, low_cape_shear), the cells no
longer fully form and the environment no longer supports deep
convection (tracking no longer activates).

We now investigate the same modifications for the valley_lake
scenario. When adding topography and a lake, valley_med_cape
(Figs. 10a,d,g and 11a–c) and valley_low_cape (Figs. 11d–f) also
show consistent intensity reductions. In these cases, the
supercells form and split into symmetrical pairs (aside from
the influence of the lake). Since the reduced-CAPE scenarios
have a weaker updraft (Figs. 11c,e), the resulting track devia-
tion (Fig. 11h) is also less pronounced. The presence of the
lake does enhance the magnitude and area of the updraft sub-
sequently, but does not compensate for the overall reduction
in CAPE.

The reduced-shear scenarios valley_med_shear (Figs. 10b,e,h
and 11a–c) and valley_low_shear (Figs. 11d–f) are also able to
produce deep convection with significant rotation. The evolu-
tion of both reduced-shear scenarios is notably stronger than in
the control scenarios with reduced shear, longer lifetime, higher

reflectivity values, a larger spatial extent of the storm and higher
vorticity values. This applies both to the valley with and without
a lake. Considering Figs. 6 and 7, the topography of the valleys
is key for the generation of additional SRH.

When combining both modifications here into the valley_
med_cape_shear scenario, we see the importance of both the
thermodynamic and dynamic modifications of lake and valley
(Figs. 10c,f,i). The case valley_med_cape_shear shows dis-
tinctly stronger cells both with the lake and without it, but the
eastern cell no longer reaches the plateau due to the narrower
track. It hence does not fully encounter the valley sidewall.
The western cell intensifies after crossing the lake, producing
a stronger updraft and higher precipitation rates. It still
reaches the plateau and later decays. The combination of
both increased vorticity and CAPE in the western valley leads
to a storm that locally intensifies to vorticity, updraft and pre-
cipitation values similar to the valley_lake scenario. The case
valley_low_cape_shear also does not support a full storm evo-
lution, but the weak convection forming is longer-lasting than
in the low_cape_shear case (not shown here).

Overall, the reductions in CAPE and shear lead to a reduced
storm intensity, but to a lesser extent than in the flat case. The

FIG. 9. Evolution of (a),(d) reflectivity; (b),(e) 4-km vertical vorticity within the updraft; (c),(f) 4-km updraft; (g) cumulative distance of
track; and (h) cumulative track deviation within thunderstorm contours for the respective scenarios med_cape, med_shear, med_cape_
shear, low_cape, and low_shear. The bottom boundary of the shading refers to the highest threshold, the solid line refers to the medium
threshold, and the top boundary refers to the lowest threshold.
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FIG. 10. Evolution of (a)–(c) reflectivity, (d)–(f) 0–5-km vertical vorticity, and (g)–(i) 0–5-km updraft . 5 m s21 within thun-
derstorm contours every 30 min for the respective scenarios valley_med_cape, valley_med_shear, and valley_med_cape_shear.
Isohypses are indicated in gray, the lake contour is indicated in teal, and the initiation location is indicated with a cross.
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comparison of Figs. 9 and 11 shows that the supercells in lake
valleys react less sensitively to the initial conditions of the
simulation.

d. Sensitivity tests

A number of sensitivity tests were performed on the valley
shape, the width/steepness of the slopes and the size and mag-
nitude of the lake as a moisture source. The tests with differ-
ent terrain setups revealed that supercell evolution is sensitive
to the steepness of a slope, but as long as it is not excessively
steep, the slope-influenced vertical motion, increase in hori-
zontal vorticity and locally enhanced CAPE will locally sup-
port the storm’s intensification.

The life cycle evolutions for the scenarios slope, valley, and
lake_valley are compared to slope_1500, valley_1500, and
lake_valley_1500 in Fig. 12. The lower terrain leads to a less
pronounced intensification and a smaller weakening of the
updraft on the plateau. However, the changes are small in na-
ture and the differences between the principal scenarios slope,
valley, and lake_valley exceed the effect of changing terrain
altitude.

Valleys narrowing toward the end have a more pronounced
confluence effect and a stronger effect on the vertical velocity at
their end. When varying the terrain altitude, strong responses
were seen in the updraft velocity and precipitation accumula-
tion starting from ridge heights around 2500 m, likely originat-
ing from the orographic effects of the increasingly steep valley
walls. These altitude differences no longer correspond to the re-
gion of interest and hence were not explored further.

While the size of the lake and strength of its moisture per-
turbation are taken from observations, we also experimented
with larger sizes and modified perturbations. Increasing or de-
creasing the initial perturbation leads to a proportional re-
sponse in precipitation rate. However, changing the size of
the lake or the nature of the maintained nudging has a stronger
effect on the outcome. Increasing the size increases the overall
amount of moisture that is additionally available which results
in a larger volume that is nudged and further increases the
available moisture. The nudging is the most sensitive part of the
setup since it affects every computational time step and changes
accumulate throughout the simulation. When reducing the
nudging to the lowest model layer, the outcome is very similar.

FIG. 11. Evolution of (a),(d) reflectivity; (b),(e) 4-km vertical vorticity within the updraft; (c),(f) 4-km updraft; (g) cumulative distance
of track; and (h) cumulative track deviation within thunderstorm contours for the valley_lake scenarios med_cape, med_shear, med_cape_
shear, low_cape, and low_shear. The bottom boundary of the shading refers to the highest threshold, the solid line refers to the medium
threshold, and the top boundary refers to the lowest threshold.
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However, when turning off the nudging entirely, the initial
perturbation is moved with the flow, gets absorbed into an
overpassing storm and hence dissipates. The storm will still ex-
perience strengthening, but to a much lesser degree, as the ad-
ditional moisture is much lower. A moisture perturbation that
is too strong will produce a circulation that in itself disturbs
the organization of deep convection. In this case, where the
perturbation produces no perceptible circulation (see Fig. 6b),
the results we believe are realistic.

To assess the robustness of the results with respect to model
resolution, a selection of scenarios was repeated with an in-
creased horizontal grid spacing of 200 m 3 200 m, stretching in
the outer domain to 500 m3 500 m, and terrain-following verti-
cal levels with a low-level grid spacing of 100 m, stretching to
500 m at higher altitudes. The higher resolution allows for more
pronounced extremes at smaller scales, leading to some quanti-
tative differences. However, the qualitative differences between
the scenarios remain the same, with slopes locally enhancing
updraft and storm strength, high altitude being detrimental, the
lake increasing updraft area and precipitation rate and the slope
and valleys promoting an increased horizontal vorticity leading
to greater SRH. The life cycle evolution for the scenarios flat_hr,
slope_hr, valley_hr, and lake_valley_hr are shown in Fig. 13. The
main mechanisms discussed before remain the same.

5. Discussion

The comparison of supercells evolving in flat terrain, up a
slope and through valleys with a lake has revealed localized

intensification and weakening caused by the terrain. In the
slope scenario, there is a localized intensification midslope,
where CAPE is higher; CAPE decreases with further in-
creases in altitude to the top of the plateau and consequently
storms decay. This locally higher CAPE was found over the
(much lower) mountains studied in Katona and Markowski
(2021). Likewise, Markowski and Dotzek (2011) identifies up-
slope enhancement through reduction of CIN and moisture
accumulation. Both the present study and Markowski and
Dotzek (2011), Katona and Markowski (2021) support the
concept of the very localized nature of terrain impacting
storm intensity.

The comparison of weaker convective environments with
and without terrain has shown that supercell thunderstorms
are able to persist in less conducive environments in topogra-
phy, even if their intensity is not as high as in the control
case. Particularly the lower-shear environments are of interest
here. In the simulations without initiated storms, we can iden-
tify areas of increased horizontal vorticity along the valley
sides. These stem from perturbed isotherms that induce baro-
clinic vorticity generation. The channeling into the valley also
leads to an increased horizontal wind speed further up the val-
ley. The perturbed flow occurs with additional vertical shear
on the principal slope that is not present in the control simula-
tion. Once the supercell encounters the valley entrance, the
terrain constrains the forward-flank downdraft to a smaller
area, creating greater buoyancy gradients and further increasing
the baroclinically generated vorticity (Rotunno and Klemp 1985).

FIG. 12. Evolution of (a) reflectivity, (b) 4-km vertical vorticity within the updraft, and (c) 4-km updraft within thunderstorm contours
for the respective scenarios slope_1500, valley_1500, and valley_lake_1500 in comparison to their 2000-m counterparts. The bottom bound-
ary of the shading refers to the highest threshold, the solid line refers to the medium threshold, and the top boundary refers to the lowest
threshold.

FIG. 13. Evolution of (a) reflectivity, (b) 4-km vertical vorticity within the updraft, and (c) 4-km updraft within thunderstorm contours
for the respective scenarios control-hr, slope-hr, valley-hr, and valley_lake-hr. The bottom boundary of the shading refers to the highest
threshold, the solid line refers to the medium threshold, and the top boundary refers to the lowest threshold.
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The aligned inflow and vorticity yield large values of SRH, that
positively impact the overall intensity (Davies-Jones 1984;
Dahl 2017; Coffer et al. 2023). Subsequently the storms en-
countering the valley have larger updrafts and mesocyclones.
This additional baroclinic vorticity compensates the lack of
vorticity in a low-shear environment without topography. The
presence of the lake in these simulations impacts the thermo-
dynamic lower boundary conditions, CAPE is greater through
the higher moisture content. So air stemming from the lake en-
tering the storm has a greater potential to rise, increasing the
strength and size of the updraft, thus enabling the tilt of a
greater portion of the horizontal vorticity (Markowski and
Dotzek 2011; Weisman and Klemp 1982). This indicates that
especially valleys with lakes are able to sustain supercell thun-
derstorms in conditions that no longer support their full devel-
opment without topography, which is in agreement with the
findings of Feldmann et al. (2021, 2023).

To explore the limits of supercell occurrence in the mod-
eled scenarios, we further reduce CAPE down to 300 J kg21

and 0–6-km shear to 10 m s21. In flat terrain at 31 m s21 deep
shear, supercells stop occurring at CAPE levels below 800 J kg21.
In valleys with lakes, supercells only stop occurring at CAPE
values below 400 J kg21. As shown in Fig. 8, in flat terrain at
2000 J kg21 CAPE, supercells stop forming below 20 m s21 deep
shear. Supercells in valleys with lake persist well in environments
with deep shear as low as 15 m s21, which is below the generally
mentioned deep-shear requirement of 20 m s21 for supercell evo-
lution (Markowski and Richardson 2010). They finally no longer
form at 10 m s21 deep shear. In all of these scenarios the valley
without lake also shows supercellular development, where the val-
ley with lake does, but with a weaker intensity. Overall, both the

flat and valley configuration are more sensitive to changes in deep
shear than in CAPE. This concurs with studies on high-shear,
low-CAPE supercell evolution (e.g., Wade and Parker 2021).

Figure 14a gives an overview of the identified processes.
Figure 14b additionally gives an overview of the results, which
conditions support supercellular development in flat terrain in
contrast to valleys with lakes. We see here the wider range of
initial conditions leading to supercell evolution in valleys with
lakes, in comparison to flat terrain.

The importance of topography for vorticity generation was
also found in Markowski and Dotzek (2011), Ćurić et al.
(2007), Homar et al. (2003). Especially small-scale features
have an important role in maintaining a favorable environ-
ment, as supported by case studies (Scheffknecht et al. 2017;
Homar et al. 2003; LeBel et al. 2021). Increased low-level vor-
ticity through orographic channeling of flow that leads to me-
socyclone intensification was also found in case studies in
California, New York, and Massachusetts, albeit in wider val-
leys with less steep surrounding terrain (Braun and Monte-
verdi 1991; LaPenta et al. 2005; Bosart et al. 2006). Studies
investigating preferential tornado formation near terrain fea-
tures (Lyza and Knupp 2018; Lyza et al. 2020) point out the
importance of low-level SRH amplification in certain flow sit-
uations. The SRH amplification is due to low-level flow en-
hancement, while in the valley scenario we see a combination
of inflow enhancement and baroclinic vorticity production.
Markowski and Dotzek (2011) highlights the upslope en-
hancement of convection and how topography induces het-
erogeneity in the atmospheric environment. Moreover, the
topographic generation of vorticity anomalies in valley-flow
situations is shown. Rotunno and Klemp (1985) discusses the

FIG. 14. (a) Conceptual model of the dynamic and thermodynamic effects affecting supercell evolution in valleys with
lakes. (b) CAPE and shear environments leading to supercell development in differing topography.
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importance of baroclinic vorticity in the inflow area for low-
level rotation in supercells, which we see enhanced in the val-
ley scenario.

The effect of the lake is mainly represented by increased
CAPE and equivalent potential temperature (ue) in the envi-
ronment. The impact of CAPE on the storm intensity and up-
draft is also discussed in Lin and Kumjian (2022), Peters et al.
(2020), Markowski and Dotzek (2011), Weisman and Klemp
(1982). The role of topography in maintaining higher ue envi-
ronments is also examined in Scheffknecht et al. (2017),
LeBel et al. (2021), Mulholland et al. (2019). The key combi-
nation here is the higher ue environment from the lake inside
the topographic setting with the valley. The valley walls chan-
nel the flow, reducing the source of inflow air to the valley,
where the lake is located. The subsequent higher moisture
content in the storm increases the precipitation rate, which is
further enhanced orographically when encountering the slope
(Houze 2012).

Overall, here we combine several aspects of topographic in-
fluence, where both dynamic and thermodynamic perturba-
tions play a role. The findings agree with previous studies that
also reflect on these aspects and support the supercell fre-
quency distribution found in observations in the area.

6. Conclusions

In this work we analyze the evolution of idealized supercell
simulations in different topographic and environmental set-
tings. We aim to explore the meteorological processes leading
to observed high frequencies of supercell occurrence in Preal-
pine valleys with lakes on the southern side of the Swiss Alps.
With the scenarios explored here we can isolate the effects
stemming from topography from those of the lakes. The topo-
graphic experiments show a localized enhancement of the up-
draft, when the supercell is moving upslope. In addition, the
vertical vorticity signature is more pronounced in these areas.
At lower altitudes of the slopes, the environment is very fa-
vorable with even higher CAPE values than in the absence of
topography, supporting the localized enhancement. At higher
altitudes, the environment becomes increasingly unfavorable,
with decreasing CAPE and decreasing moisture content. In
all scenarios the supercells decay once they reach the high al-
titude plateau of 1500–2000 m.

The presence of valleys leads to a modification of the hori-
zontal flow. On the slopes next to the valleys, the flow con-
verges into the valley with an initial downslope motion. This
introduces heterogeneity in the u and y field, that leads to ad-
ditional horizontal vorticity. Inside the valley, the channeled
flow has a higher velocity. The perturbed flow over the topog-
raphy perturbs the isopycnes and leads to baroclinic produc-
tion of horizontal vorticity on the principal slope and at the
valley walls. Furthermore, the valley walls constrain the for-
ward flank downdraft, which leads to higher baroclinicity and
vorticity. The channeling effect of the valley increases the in-
flow speed and producing high SRH. Large SRH is a known
factor to positively impact storm-scale intensity (Davies-Jones
1984; Dahl 2017; Coffer et al. 2023), as seen in the larger areas
of updraft, vorticity and reflectivity. Once the storm moves

over the steep valley sides, its updraft is further enhanced un-
til it reaches the plateau and subsequently decays.

The presence of a lake provides the supercells with addi-
tional moisture and energy. While not perturbing the initial
flow, it induces an area of elevated CAPE, leading to a larger
and stronger updraft. The storm also has a larger area of ele-
vated vorticity, indicating a stronger mesocyclone. The addi-
tional moisture increases the precipitation rate. These effects
of the lake compound with the effects of topography.

Experiments with modifications of the initial environmental
conditions show that overall the supercells react more strongly
to modifications of the vertical shear profile, than a reduction
in CAPE. The scenarios including topography are less sensi-
tive to a reduction in vertical shear, as the orographic-flow-
induced baroclinicity provides additional horizontal vorticity
to compensate for the lack of shear. While not quite reaching
the same peak intensity, supercells are able to form and subsist
in conditions, where they no longer persist in the experiments
without topography. The addition of a lake with the resulting
larger updraft further bolsters this robustness.

Overall the longest supercell life cycle with high constant
intensity is found in the control simulation without topogra-
phy and high CAPE and shear values. However, the scenarios
with topography and lake show localized pronounced intensi-
fication of the storms during their passage through the valleys
and over upslope portions of the terrain. The life cycles are
shortened by the decay on the high-altitude plateau. The in-
fluence of terrain and lakes on supercell results in a systematic
location dependence of the frequency, intensity and lifetime
of supercells. In addition, these scenarios are less sensitive to
reductions in vertical shear, indicating that supercells can per-
sist in a wider range of environmental conditions.

Considering the observational background, that supercells
in the southern Prealps are more frequent than those in the
flat northwest Po Valley, the investigated scenarios support
this observation. The Po Valley is very wide and flat, leading
to no topographic effects impacting the supercells occurring
within it. They hence have longer life cycles at a high and
more constant intensity. The narrower valleys of Lago Mag-
giore and Lago di Como are similar to the topographic sce-
narios tested here and support supercell occurrence in a wider
range of initial conditions. Life cycles are usually shorter and
have a more heterogeneous intensity evolution than in the Po
Valley. We conclude that the additional vorticity induced by
orographic flow locally provides favorable conditions for
supercell persistence, while moisture sources and upslope por-
tions can locally intensify a storm considerably.

By identifying new thresholds for larger-scale environmen-
tal shear for foothill regions of mountains, climatological stud-
ies may utilize reanalysis data to derive the frequency of
severe convective environments. Specifically for the southern
Prealps, such an analysis may yield a longer record of supercell
occurrence than the current, radar-based dataset (Feldmann
et al. 2021, 2023).
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